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TREELINE, INC. PARTICIPATES IN ITS 7TH ANNUAL BOSTON MARATHON
JIMMY FUND WALK
WAKEFIELD, MA – September 9, 2012 – Treeline, Inc. participates in its 7th annual
Boston Marathon Jimmy Fund Walk raising $36,500 in total.

For the past seven years, Treeline has participated in the Boston Marathon Jimmy Fund
Walk. With more than 75 walkers participating on behalf of the Treeline team over the
years, Treeline has been able to raise a substantial amount of support for an amazing
cause.
The Boston Marathon Jimmy Fund Walk fundraises for the Dana-Farber Cancer
Institute’s lifesaving mission to conquer all forms of cancer. This is the 24th annual walk
for the cause. There are several ways in which people can get involved and donate,
walking being a popular option. Walkers must raise a minimum of $300 in order to
participate.
The money raised helps cancer patients by providing small things that can make the
experience a little easier. The money also makes a difference by allowing future
discoveries revolutionize cancer treatments around the world. Eighty-nine cents of every
dollar raised goes directly to the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute.
“We are excited and proud to be involved with a life-saving cause” stated Dan Fantasia,
Founder and CEO of Treeline. “For the past seven years Treeline has participated in this
walk and will continue to be strong advocates for this incredible event, continuing to
raise support.”
For more information please visit www.jimmyfundwalk.org and get involved today.
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